Introduction {#s1}
============

The network of brain regions that encode both the affective and sensory aspects of the pain experience have been well described in the adult ([@bib4]; [@bib36]). It is not known which cortical and subcortical brain structures are activated following noxious events in infants. Early evidence demonstrated that infants exhibited reflex responses and concluded that pain was not processed at the level of the cortex ([@bib22]). This, coupled with an infant\'s inability to describe their pain experience verbally, led to extreme controversy regarding whether an infant has the ability to experience the unpleasant affective components of pain ([@bib22]). Consequently, infants have received poor pain management, exemplified during the 1980s by surgery being routinely performed using neuromuscular blocks without provision of adequate analgesia ([@bib2]). More recent research has primarily focussed on behavioural and physiological measures, which has led to the development of a number of infant pain assessment tools ([@bib10]). However, the lack of sensitivity and specificity of these measures means the trend to undertreat pain remains in clinical practice ([@bib6]), despite concerted efforts to improve the management of pain in this population ([@bib1]). For example, it is remarkable that current UK NHS guidelines for ankyloglossia (tongue tie) surgery state that 'in small babies, being cuddled and fed are more important than painkillers' ([@bib7]). Indeed, a recent review of neonatal pain management practice in intensive care highlighted that although infants experience an average of 11 painful procedures per day, 60% of the population did not receive any pharmacological analgesia ([@bib23]).

Recent studies using EEG and near-infrared spectroscopy have been used to provide reliable evidence that nociceptive information is transmitted to the newborn infant brain ([@bib28], [@bib31], [@bib30]), and have highlighted the limitations of using observational behavioural measures to quantify pain in infants. For example, nociceptive information can be processed in the infant brain without a concomitant behavioural response ([@bib29]), and interventions thought to alleviate pain (i.e., oral sucrose) can reduce clinical pain scores without reducing evoked nociceptive brain activity ([@bib31]). While these studies confirm that the infant central nervous system can process noxious stimulation, they do not elucidate the nature of the infant experience---in particular, which brain regions are involved, and therefore, whether the sensory, cognitive, and emotional aspects of pain are present in this population. Here, we identify the cortical and subcortical structures activated following acute noxious stimulation in the healthy newborn infant, and compare the activity with that observed in adults. The feasibility of this approach was demonstrated in a foundational pilot study ([@bib38a]). A case study in a single infant demonstrated that noxious stimulation evoked widespread brain activity ([@bib38a]), which included brain regions previously reported to be involved in adult pain ([@bib36]). Using a reverse inference approach to compare active brain regions in infants with those reported during adult pain, we postulate which aspects of the pain experience are present ([@bib37]), providing an opportunity to gain insight into the organisation of nociceptive circuitry in the naïve infant brain.

In this study, acute noxious stimulation (PinPrick Stimulators, MRC Systems) was applied to the foot in both adults (n = 10; applied force: 32--512 mN) and infants (n = 10; applied force: 32--128 mN; greater force was not applied due to the potential risk of tissue damage). Using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) changes in blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) activity in the brain were recorded in response to the stimuli. Adults were asked to verbally report their pain intensity and, using the McGill Pain questionnaire ([@bib17]), to describe the quality of the pain they experienced. As infants are unable to describe their pain, reflex leg withdrawal from the stimuli was visually observed during scanning. Parents were present during the studies and no infants were withdrawn from the study after recruitment.

Results and discussion {#s2}
======================

Adult participants reported increased pain with increasing stimulus intensity (r = 0.48; p \< 0.0001), and most frequently described the pain as pricking (n = 8 of 10) and sharp (n = 6 of 10). In infants, application of the stimuli evoked visible withdrawal of the stimulated leg, which could be observed at all stimulus intensities, whereas in adults, reflex withdrawal of the leg or foot was not observed at any stimulus intensity. While low threshold stimuli can also evoke reflex withdrawal in infants ([@bib8]), this observation confirms that the stimuli applied in this study were detected by the peripheral nervous system and transmitted to the central nervous system. Although noxious stimulation can elicit reflex limb withdrawal in adults, supraspinal modulation of the input means this activity is often suppressed in experimental studies.

In adults, noxious stimulation evoked significant increases in BOLD activity in cortical and subcortical brain regions, including primary somatosensory cortices, anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), bilateral thalamus, and all divisions of the insular cortices ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). All brain regions that had a significant increase in BOLD following noxious stimulation are identified in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, and are consistent with previous literature ([@bib36]). In infants, the increases in BOLD activity evoked by the noxious stimulation were extremely similar to that seen in adults, and all but two of the 20 regions that were active in the adults were active in infants ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). While in adults the parietal lobe, pallidum, and precuneus cortex were only active in the brain regions contralateral to the site of stimulation, in infants these brain regions were also active on the ipsilateral side to the stimulus. Additional brain regions that were only active in the infants included the bilateral auditory cortices, hippocampus, and caudate ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The increased bilateral activity and greater number of active regions in infants are likely due to the immature cortico-cortical and interhemispheric pathways ([@bib16]). Major reorganisation of the cortical circuitry occurs after the first postnatal month when there is a striking retraction of exuberant axons in the corpus callosum and there is a cessation of growth of the long cortico-cortical afferent pathways ([@bib14]; [@bib16]).10.7554/eLife.06356.003Figure 1.Comparison of nociceptive-evoked brain activity in selected brain regions that are active in both adults and infants.Significantly, active voxels across each stimulus intensity level are presented for (**A**) adult and (**B**) infant participants (applied force: adults 32--512 mN; infants 32--128 mN). Each colour represents activity in a different anatomical brain region. (**A**) Adult activity is overlaid onto a standard T1 weighted MNI template and (**B**) infant activity is overlaid onto a standard T2 weighted neonatal template, corresponding to a 40-week gestation infant. ACC: anterior cingulate cortex; S1: primary somatosensory cortex: PMC: primary motor cortex; SMA: supplementary motor area.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.06356.003](10.7554/eLife.06356.003)10.7554/eLife.06356.004Table 1.Identification of all active brain regions in adults and infants following acute noxious stimulation at all stimulus intensities (applied force: adults 32--512 mN; infants 32--128 mN)**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.06356.004](10.7554/eLife.06356.004)AdultsInfantsAnatomical areaRegionPeak Z within clusterMNI coordsRankSlope of regression (\*E-03)P val\*Peak Z within clusterNeonate template coordsRankSlope of regression (\*E-03)P val\*xyzxyzActive regions in both adults and infantsIntensity encoding regions (in adults)Temporal gyrusContra3.9264−3420**1**1.010.00023.0532−3212**1**2.460.0083Cingulate gyrusAnterior4.116440**2**0.650.00052.58−1126**11**1.010.3971Opercular cortexContra5.6040610**3**0.630.00013.3832−1319**2**2.230.0391InsulaContra4.1834146**4**0.610.00013.0419−2223**3**2.150.0207Supramarginal gyrusContra4.3364−3820**5**0.600.00083.2925−2339**9**1.080.1749Postcentral gyrusContra4.2858−1822**6**0.600.00123.8515−2252**10**1.010.2667Visual cortexContra3.6244−624**7**0.590.00043.2521−5234**6**1.410.0814PutamenContra3.682266**8**0.550.00013.3017−1718**8**1.200.1656ThalamusContra3.5114−140**9**0.500.00103.586−1615**4**1.910.0592InsulaIpsi4.67−38−1814**10**0.490.00012.59−26−1414**5**1.690.1015Supplementary motor areaContra3.918446**11**0.390.00083.506−1848**7**1.230.2315Non intensity encoding regions (in adults)CerebellumIpsi3.88−20−66−440.350.00293.53−3−46−63.570.0164Temporal gyrusIpsi3.72−52−56100.180.54873.41−32−22142.900.0196Supramarginal gyrusIpsi4.59−64−28200.510.00353.13−31−24302.790.0055CerebellumContra3.3620−70−500.310.02463.162−44−62.720.1634Opercular cortexIpsi5.23−50−28260.500.00182.69−27−12132.230.0710Postcentral gyrusIpsi4.71−62−18240.440.03753.52−31−15412.120.0845ThalamusIpsi3.52−12−14100.420.00183.48−1−20131.670.1009Angular gyrusIpsi3.59−58−50180.530.01072.98−23−39331.560.0528Precentral gyrusIpsi4.01−580100.430.05783.46−23−17481.530.1247Frontal gyrusContra3.88581200.560.02123.1111−12481.420.0646Cingulate gyrusPosterior3.71−14−28380.080.24803.18−9−23351.420.1101Angular gyrusContra3.7160−46180.540.00803.1222−51351.420.0407Precuneous cortexContra3.6016−68400.380.07143.705−30521.190.1623Visual cortexIpsi3.82−52−7010−0.090.37582.59−7−40111.170.1657Brainstem3.8610−26−80.330.17102.99−3−27−101.110.4350Parietal lobuleContra3.1020−44680.610.10973.1027−24461.090.1271PutamenIpsi3.63−1610−20.450.00233.13−14−14190.920.2813Supplementary motor areaIpsi3.55−64440.400.02193.16−4−10460.910.3903Precentral GyrusContra4.0558480.440.02763.766−20530.880.2672Frontal gyrusIpsi3.57−82232−0.240.19542.79−13−9500.700.4820PallidumContra3.4016−4−40.490.00712.8413−13130.640.4863Active regions in adults onlyAmygdalaContra3.4920−2−140.690.0160AmygdalaIpsi4.28−20−2−120.430.0860Orbitofrontal cortexIpsi3.40−184−160.420.0157no activityOrbitofrontal cortexContra3.573430−20.440.0460Active regions in infants onlyPrecuneous cortexIpsi3.80−1−26521.260.1699PallidumIpsi3.16−8−5140.590.4787Parietal lobuleIpsi3.31−28−23330.990.2711Auditory cortexContra2.8926−14183.070.0119Auditory cortexIpsi3.34−17−29192.560.0304CaudateContrano activity3.6113−17220.590.5822CaudateIpsi3.47−7−8181.050.3415HippocampusContra2.6121−2591.840.1288HippocampusIpsi2.77−15−3191.000.3326ParahippocampusContra3.0211−2301.530.3740ParahippocampusIpsi2.99−7−24−80.190.9013

Although the infant brain activity was widespread, the specificity of the response was demonstrated, as it was not present across all brain regions. For example, brain regions not commonly associated with the cerebral processing of nociceptive stimulation in the adult, such as the olfactory cortex, cuneus, and fusiform gyrus, were also not active in the infants. 14% of voxels across the whole brain were active following the application of the 128 mN stimuli in infants compared with 9% of voxels following the 512 mN stimuli in adults ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the 128 mN stimulus activated less than 1% of voxels in the adult brain. This demonstrates that the coverage and distribution of brain activity evoked by the 128 mN stimulus in infants was most similar to that evoked by the 512 mN stimulus in adults ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that infants have increased sensitivity to nociceptive stimuli compared with adults, which is supported by previous data that show spinal nociceptive reflex withdrawal activity has greater amplitude and duration in infants compared with adults ([@bib3]; [@bib27]; [@bib8]). These data strongly imply that the threshold for evoking widespread nociceptive brain activity in infants is substantially lower than in adults. It is, however, not known whether the increased brain activity observed at a lower threshold in the infants is due to increased peripheral drive, for example due to differences in skin thickness between the adult and infant populations, or due to differences in transduction or subsequent central processing of the nociceptive input.10.7554/eLife.06356.005Figure 2.Noxious-evoked brain activity in response to the maximal presented stimulus in adults (512 mN) and infants (128 mN).Red-yellow coloured areas represent active brain regions (threshold z ≥ 2.3 with a corrected cluster significance level of p \< 0.05). An image of a midline sagittal brain slice (right panel) identifies the location of each example slice in the horizontal plane. (**A**) Adult activity is overlaid onto a standard T1 weighted MNI template and (**B**) infant activity is overlaid onto a standard T2 weighted neonatal template, corresponding to a 40-week gestation infant.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.06356.005](10.7554/eLife.06356.005)10.7554/eLife.06356.006Figure 2---figure supplement 1.Relationship between percentage change in BOLD signal and stimulus intensity (force) in four example active brain regions in adult and infant participants.**A**: Contralateral insula; **B**: Contralateral primary somatosensory cortex (S1); **C**: Anterior cingulate cortex (ACC); and **D**: Ipsilateral cerebellum. The crosses represent activity in individual participants. Red and blue lines are fitted regression lines and dashed lines show 95 % confidence intervals.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.06356.006](10.7554/eLife.06356.006)

Noxious stimulation in infants did not evoke activity in the amygdala or orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), and in contrast to the adults, where activity was present across all divisions of bilateral insular cortices, activity in the anterior division was not present ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). A recent white matter tractography study of the adult brain shows that the anterior insula has dominant connections with the OFC ([@bib38]). Based on many imaging studies spanning a range of stimuli and tasks, it is thought that activation in the anterior insula reflects the net evaluation of the affective impact of an impending situation. Similarly, the OFC is sensitive to stimuli with an emotional valence, however, it primarily responds to the reward value of the stimulus (including negative value) rather than its sensory features. Importantly, the OFC also encodes the anticipation of future outcomes, which makes it well suited for guiding subsequent decisions ([@bib15]). It is likely that the infants are too immature and inexperienced to evaluate and contextualise the nociceptive stimulus into a coordinated decision and response, which might account for the lack of activity within these regions. Similarly, in adults the amygdala is thought to attach emotional significance to the nociceptive inputs it receives, and to play a role in fear and anxiety ([@bib26]), which may reflect affective qualities that the newborn infant does not yet ascribe to the stimulus.

In light of these observations, it is plausible that infants do not experience the full range of aversive qualities that adults associate with nociceptive input. Indeed, this hypothesis is supported by evidence from rat pups, which shows that avoidance behaviour in a fear-conditioning paradigm does not manifest until postnatal day 10, and is associated with the enhancement of neural activity within the amygdala ([@bib33]; [@bib34]). Nevertheless, the observation that brain structures involved in affective processing, such as the anterior cingulate cortex, are activated following noxious stimulation suggests that infants do have the capacity to experience an emotionally relevant context related to incoming sensory input. Indeed, in adults the modulation of pain-related activity in the anterior cingulate cortex closely parallels a selective change in perceived unpleasantness ([@bib20]).

11 brain regions significantly encoded stimulus intensity in adults, whereas none of the active regions in infants exhibited significant intensity encoding ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Although the trend for intensity encoding in infants is clearly evident in some brain regions, these data suggest that infants do not discriminate stimulus intensity as well as adults ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). As only three stimulus intensities were applied to the infants it is plausible that if the intensity range were increased, significant intensity encoding may be observed. Nevertheless, when considering adult brain regions that did significantly intensity encode, three of the four highest ranked brain regions (ranked according to the degree of intensity encoding, and identified as the contralateral temporal gyri, opercular cortex, and all divisions of the insular cortex), were ranked in the same order within the top three regions in infants, highlighting the remarkable similarity in how the immature infant brain and adult brain encode nociceptive information ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Intensity encoding has been reported following low intensity von Frey hair stimulation ([@bib38a]).

Inferences about the subjective experience of pain are highly speculative, whether based on brain imaging data, behavioural responses or other autonomic or physiological observations. In most adults, where the pain experience can be communicated verbally, it is not always necessary to rely on surrogate measures when attempting to quantify an individual\'s pain experience or when assessing the need for analgesic provision. However, where verbal report is not possible as in the infant population or in those who are cognitively impaired, reliance on surrogate measures is essential when making inferences about pain perception. As cortical activation is a fundamental requirement for an experience to be interpreted as painful, inferences based on patterns of brain activity may provide the most reliable surrogate measure of pain compared with alternative approaches based on behavioural and physiological indicators that may not be reliably linked to central sensory or emotional processing in the brain ([@bib18]; [@bib21]). This does not, however, negate the importance of taking a multidimensional approach to infant pain assessment by considering measures of brain activity in the context of other well-characterised behavioural and physiological indicators. Indeed, some researchers have argued that reverse inference based on brain imaging results should be used merely as a guide to direct further enquiry rather than a direct means to interpret results ([@bib19]). Nevertheless, it has been shown using multivariate pattern analysis that pain-related brain activity can be classified and discriminated from other psychological states, suggesting a neural state for pain perception that is distinct from other sensory modalities and affective experiences ([@bib40]; [@bib37]). Although we cannot necessarily infer an infant\'s subjective experience based on a given pattern of brain activity, these results make certain conclusions more likely. The closer the pattern of brain activity mimics activity observed in adults---who can report their subjective experience---the stronger the inference. The patterns of brain activity observed in this study make it likely that the infant experience is similar to that described by adults.

Pain is defined as an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience. This study provides the first demonstration that many of the brain regions that encode pain in adults are also active in full-term newborn infants within the first 7 days of life. This strongly supports the hypothesis that infants are able to experience both sensory and affective aspects of pain, and emphasizes the importance of effective clinical pain management.

Materials and methods {#s3}
=====================

Participants {#s3-1}
------------

10 healthy adults (mean age = 28.3 years; range: 23--36) and 10 healthy term-born infants (mean gestational age at time of study = 40.6 weeks; range: 38.6--42.7) participated in the study. Adult participants were members of staff or postgraduate students at The University of Oxford, and infants were recruited from the Maternity Unit at the John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford. At the time of study all infants were less than 7 days old (mean postnatal age = 3 days; range: 1--6). Infant participants were eligible for inclusion in the study if they were healthy, had no history of neurological problems, born after 37 weeks gestation, self-ventilating in air and clinically stable at the time of study.

Recruitment {#s3-2}
-----------

Informed written consent and consent to publish the results were provided by adult participants or by the infant\'s parent before the study commenced. The study was approved by the National Research Ethics Service and the University of Oxford Central University Research Ethics Committee. The study conformed to the standards set by the Declaration of Helsinki and Good Clinical Practice guidelines.

A member of the research team identified infants who were eligible for inclusion in the study shortly after birth. Prior to obtaining consent for infants to take part, parents were shown the experimental stimulators and given the opportunity to test the stimulators before they were applied to the infants. A full description of the MRI scanning environment was also provided. Parents of 113 infants were approached to take part in the study. 44 parents expressed an interest in the proposed research and 11 infants were recruited to the study. Parents were invited to stay with their infants during the study and in nearly all cases, one or both parents chose to do so. Parents were also informed that if their infant became restless while in the scanner, the study would be stopped.

Recruitment success rate was highly dependent on infant availability during the pre-booked MRI scan slots. One study was stopped due to the baby being restless when placed on the MRI bed. In adults, 100% of the subjects (10 out of 10) who were approached to take part in the study gave their consent for the psychophysical and MRI aspects of the study.

Experimental study design {#s3-3}
-------------------------

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) of the brain was performed on all participants in response to acute noxious stimulation. On a second test occasion in the adults, the experimental protocol was repeated outside the scanner and the psychophysical data were recorded. During this session, participants were asked to verbally rate pain intensity using a numerical scale (0--10) and to describe the type of pain they experienced using the McGill pain questionnaire ([@bib17]).

Experimental techniques {#s3-4}
-----------------------

### Noxious stimulation {#s3-4-1}

Acute noxious (non-skin-breaking) stimulation was applied using graded nociceptive stimulators (PinPrick Stimulators, MRC Systems). In adults, five intensities of stimulation were applied to the dorsum of the left foot (applied force: 32, 64, 128, 256, and 512 mN). In infants, three intensities of stimulation were applied to the heel of the left foot (applied force: 32, 64, 128 mN). Greater force was not applied in infants to avoid the potential risk of tissue damage. Each stimulus was delivered 10 times with a minimum inter-stimulus interval (ISI) of 25 s. In all cases, stimuli were delivered by the experimenter in one smooth motion and lasted approximately 1 s.

Recording techniques {#s3-5}
--------------------

### MRI study protocol {#s3-5-1}

#### Preparation {#s3-5-1-1}

All MRI scans conformed to the FMRIB (Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging of the Brain) Centre ethical and safety guidelines. Adult participants were screened for MRI safety by a radiographer. Ear protection was provided (foam ear plugs, 3M, St. Paul, Minnesota; sound attenuation 28 dB) and adults were made comfortable while lying on the MRI scanner bed. The head was positioned inside the head coil and padding was used to restrict head movement.

Infants were accompanied and transported to FMRIB by a member of clinical staff, trained in neonatal life support, who remained with each infant throughout the study to ensure the infant\'s safety and wellbeing. Infants were screened for metal items (including metal poppers on clothing that were in direct contact with their skin) and were fed and swaddled before being placed on a vacuum-positioning mattress on the MRI bed. Ear putty, ear muffs (Minimuffs, Natus Medical Inc., Galway, Ireland), and ear-defenders (Em\'s 4 Bubs Baby Earmuffs, Em\'s 4 Kids, Brisbane, Australia) were fitted (sound attenuation levels: 23 dB, 7 dB, and 22 dB, respectively). Finally, extra padding was placed around the ear-defenders to restrict head movement. The infant\'s temperature was measured before the scan commenced, and heart rate and oxygen saturation was monitored throughout the scan using a 3T MRI compatible neonatal monitoring probe placed on the right foot (Fibre Optic Pulse Oximeter; Nonin Medical, Plymouth, Minnesota). Parents who accompanied their infants were also MRI safety screened and provided with adequate ear protection, and were asked to sit inside the MRI scan room throughout the scans.

#### MR image acquisition {#s3-5-1-2}

MRI data were acquired using a Siemens 3-Tesla Magnetom Verio system (Erlangen, Germany) with a 32-channel head coil. Anatomical scans were first acquired and if excessive motion was identified, a second acquisition was attempted. For adults, a T1-weighted sequence (MPRAGE; TR = 2040 ms; TE = 4.7 ms; flip angle 8°; resolution 1 × 1 × 1 mm; axial slices = 192) was acquired and for infants a T2-weighted sequence (TSE; TR = 13871 ms; TE = 89 ms; flip angle 150°; resolution 1 × 1 × 1 mm; slices = 80) was used. BOLD images were acquired using a T2\* weighted echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence with an echo time (TE) optimised for either adults (TR = 3280 ms; TE = 30 ms; flip angle = 90°; FOV = 192 mm; imaging matrix 64 × 64; resolution 3 × 3 × 3 mm; slices = 50; average total volumes = 96) or infants (TR = 2500 ms; TE = 40 ms; flip angle = 90°; FOV = 192 mm; imaging matrix 64 × 64; resolution 3 × 3 × 3 mm; slices = 33; average total volumes = 136). Field map images were obtained for post-acquisition correction of gradient field effects. Prospective Acquisition Correction for head motion (PACE) was applied during all EPI scans. PACE is a motion correction technique that tracks the position of the head during scan acquisition and applies a real-time correction for large head movements ([@bib35]). The noxious stimuli were time-locked to the fMRI recording using Neurobehavioural Systems (Presentation) software that recorded each time the experimenter pressed a button while simultaneously applying the experimental stimuli to the participant\'s foot.

The MR data acquisition protocol was 28 min in infants and 40 min in adults. On average infants spent 60 min in the scanner room, which allowed time to prepare and settle the infants before and during scanning.

#### Sleep state {#s3-5-1-3}

Infant sleep state could not be controlled during the study as infants fluctuated between being quietly awake and asleep. Adults were not instructed to stay awake during scanning and three adults reported that they fell asleep.

#### Adult psychophysics and pain questionnaire {#s3-5-1-4}

Participants were asked to lie down on a patient bed. Throughout the experiment, adults were asked to verbally state a pain score following each individual stimulus using a pain scoring system where 0 is no pain and 10 is the worst pain imaginable. Once all stimuli had been presented, the participants were asked to describe the type of pain they experienced by completing the McGill Pain Questionnaire ([@bib17]).

Data analysis {#s3-6}
-------------

### MR data {#s3-6-1}

All MR data processing was done using the FMRIB Software Library (FSL) ([www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl](http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl)). FSL Version 4.9.1 (with no boundary based registration \[BBR\]) was used in infants and FSL Version 5.0 was used in adults ([@bib39]). Standard preprocessing steps were performed in all fMRI data sets using the FMRI Expert Analysis Tool (FEAT, version 6.0). The FSL Brain Extraction Tool (BET) was used to remove non-brain structures from the adult and infant structural images and from the adult field map images ([@bib32]). In the infant field maps, brain extraction was achieved using a mask of the infant\'s brain-extracted structural image to guide the field map preparation. For each adult, the functional data were registered using a two-step registration: (i) the EPI image was registered to the subject\'s T1-weighted structural image, with a rigid body transformation, six DOF and BBR, using FMRIBs Linear Image Registration Tool (FLIRT) ([@bib12]; [@bib13]; [@bib11]); and (ii) the T1-weighted structural image was registered to a standard MNI image (<http://www.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/ServicesAtlases/ICBM152NLin6>) using FMRIBs Non-linear Registration Tool (FNlRT) with a non-linear transformation and 12 DOF. In each infant, the functional data were registered using a three step registration: (i) the EPI image was registered to the subjects T2-weighted structural images using FLIRT, with a rigid body transformation with six DOF and no BBR ([@bib12]; [@bib13]); (ii) the T2-weighted structural images were registered to a neonatal specific template image, which corresponded to the gestational age of the infant at the time of the study ([@bib24]); and (iii) the template images were then registered to a standardized infant template, corresponding to a 40-week gestation infant ([@bib24]). The final two stages of the infant registration were carried out using a non-linear transformation (FNIRT) and 12 DOF. The 40-week gestation template was chosen because it most closely matched the median age of the infants.

Functional data were spatially smoothed (full width half maximum = 5 mm) and temporal filtering (high pass cut off = 90 s) was also applied. Motion artifacts were minimised using Motion Correction with MCFLIRT ([@bib13]) and by the addition of motion-derived explanatory variables (EV) in the models. A single EV was included for each volume that was identified as having a large deviation in head position (FSL motion outliers were calculated per data set using a framewise displacement), effectively removing the signals associated with the identified timepoint from the analysis. Probabilistic independent component analysis was applied using MELODIC (model-free fMRI analysis using probabilistic independent component analysis) and components resembling movement were removed.

Time-series analysis was performed using a general linear model (GLM) by convolving the experimental design with either a standard adult hemodynamic response function (HRF) or a neonatal-specific HRF ([@bib5]). This approach was used to identify voxels in the brain that have a significantly increased level of BOLD activity (threshold at z = 2.3 with a corrected cluster significance level of p \< 0.05). Group analyses were performed separately on adults and infants, and were performed independently for each stimulus intensity.

A voxel-based conjunction analysis was not performed between adult and infant participants because of extreme differences between infant and adult brain anatomy, which would make such an analysis unreliable. As the insula is a key region of interest in nociceptive processing the distribution of activity within the insula was also reported.

### Identifying active regions {#s3-6-2}

Anatomical brain regions were classified using the Adult Harvard--Oxford cortical and subcortical atlases ([@bib9]) and a neonatal-specific atlas, which uses similar anatomical nomenclature as the Harvard--Oxford atlases ([@bib25]). As the cerebellum was not identified in either the adult or neonatal atlas, and the brainstem not identified in the neonatal atlas, therefore masks (which were available as part of the standard templates in each population) were used to identify these regions. Comparisons between the infant and adult brain activity was considered on a gross anatomical scale. For example, the temporal gyrus, visual cortex, and brainstem were each considered as single structures. Active brain regions were defined as regions with more than one active voxel with significant positive BOLD activity (thresholded at z = 2.3 with a corrected cluster significance level of p \< 0.05). A conversion from standard to functional space was performed to calculate the number of active voxels.

In adults, the FSL function *Atlasquery* was used to generate a list of active brain regions at each stimulus intensity, based on the masked clusters in the Harvard--Oxford cortical and subcortical atlases ([@bib9]). The use of *Atlasquery* ensured that all active voxels were identified in each brain region. The percentage of active voxels in each anatomical mask was then used to threshold regions, such that only regions with more than one active voxel were identified as active. The FSL function *Cluster* was used to identify the peak z statistic and MNI coordinates in each active region (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).

In infants, the active brain regions were identified using *MATLAB*. Infant activity at each stimulus intensity level (thresholded at z = 2.3 with a corrected cluster significance level of p \< 0.05) was used to mask the neonatal atlas ([@bib25]). The masked image was imported into *MATLAB* so that each active region could be identified and the number of active voxels within each region calculated in the neonatal atlas space. A conversion from standard to functional space allowed quantification of the number of active voxels in the infant functional space and brain regions with more than one active voxel were identified as active. The FSL function *Cluster* was used to identify peak z statistics and coordinates in neonatal template space for each active region ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).

### Percentage BOLD increase in active anatomical brain regions {#s3-6-3}

Once the active brain regions were identified at each stimulus intensity, an activity mask was created for each brain region based on the group analysis of all inputs across all stimulus intensities (z threshold = 2.3) for both the adults and infants. The activity mask was separated into anatomical regions of interest (based on brain regions which had been identified as active) and using *Featquery* the parameter estimate of the average percentage BOLD increase within each mask for each participant at each stimulus intensity was calculated.

Statistics {#s3-7}
----------

### MRI data---intensity analysis {#s3-7-1}

Regression analysis was carried out using the software packages Graphpad Prism & R. Mean percentage signal change was plotted against stimulus intensity and regression analysis was used to test the null hypothesis that no intensity encoding was present within the masked activity within each anatomical brain region. A Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons was used to determine the p threshold required in order to reject the null hypothesis. The corrected significance threshold was p = 0.00156. Parameter estimates for the gradient of the regression were used to rank brain regions that were active and exhibited significant intensity encoding.

### Adult psychophysics {#s3-7-2}

The mean pain score across each train of 10 stimuli at each stimulus intensity was calculated. The relationship between the mean pain scores and stimulus intensity was quantified using linear regression.
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eLife posts the editorial decision letter and author response on a selection of the published articles (subject to the approval of the authors). An edited version of the letter sent to the authors after peer review is shown, indicating the substantive concerns or comments; minor concerns are not usually shown. Reviewers have the opportunity to discuss the decision before the letter is sent (see [review process](http://elifesciences.org/review-process)). Similarly, the author response typically shows only responses to the major concerns raised by the reviewers.

Thank you for submitting your work entitled "FMRI reveals neural activity overlap between adult and infant pain" for further consideration at *eLife*. Your manuscript was evaluated by three reaaaviewers (including Ruth Grunau and Peggy Mason, who agreed to have their identities revealed), a Reviewing editor (Jody Culham), and a Senior editor (Eve Marder).

While all involved thought the paper was interesting, timely, and important, the manuscript evoked somewhat differing views and interesting discussion amongst the reviewers through the online forum. While the reviews were largely favourable, one reviewer had strong reservations about the framing and conclusions of the paper and, relatedly, another thought the paper needed to discuss its limitations. The Reviewing editor shares these concerns. Some of these issues were brought up in the initial consultation regarding the paper, but it was thought that, as they do not require new data, they could be addressed in a revision. The full review process has reinforced the need for a substantive revision to the conclusions (and perhaps also some adjustment of the Introduction) prior to acceptance in *eLife*.

The main debate amongst the reviewing team was the degree to which one can infer pain from imaging vs. behavior. While one reviewer thought behavioral measures should be "the gold standard", another argued that behavioral measures also have their limitations as they have only modest (∼.30) correlations with autonomic, hormonal and brain measures. No one doubted that this paper makes an important contribution in highlighting the need to revisit the question of infant pain. However, given other comments regarding the sparseness of the Discussion in the original version and the fact that *eLife* has no formatting constraints to restrict the Discussion, we agreed that the best solution would be to have you add further discussion about the limitations of inferring pain using imaging (and perhaps also behavior) in those who cannot verbally communicate.

This is one example of many caveats in using reverse inference of imaging data (e.g., Poldrack, 2006, TICS). Pain may be one of the systems where reverse inference is more successful than others ([@bib40], Nature Methods), but even then and even with perfect data, inferences about subjective experiences remain highly speculative. Here, the absence of activation in key regions of the pain network in infants---notably the amygdala, rostral insula, and orbitofrontal cortex---mean that even greater caution needs to be applied in drawing conclusions from this data.

The following main changes are required:

1\) The Discussion should be expanded to encompass the caveats of the approach (reverse inference) and present data (particularly the absence of key areas implicated in pain). The Discussion should also include additional consideration of the finding that several core areas were not activated and how that may constrain the inferential conclusion. You wish to take into account some of the specific comments appended below. You should also reconsider whether the Introduction can be adapted to reduce the potential perception that it is "polemical".

2\) To provide a measure of the specificity, and rule out any global effects of the pain stimulus in infants, it would be helpful to include some control regions that do not show a pain effect in adults, and report their (lack of) response in infants using the same methods as for the pain regions.

Further details:

Although the *eLife* policy is to summarize the main points of the reviews, in some cases, including this one, the Reviewing editor likes to make the full commentary of substantive points available to the authors. As such, here are specific points and discussion that the authors should consider in writing the revision:

*Reviewer \#2*:

This is an interesting study on an important topic. The issue of how neonates experience noxious stimulation is of clear significance with major policy implications. Thus this study is extremely well motivated.

Unfortunately, the authors appear to have come into the study with a preferred answer. The Introduction reads as polemical and the interpretations are not the most straightforward ones given the experimental findings.

The Introduction is inappropriately polemical, strongly arguing that infants feel pain as do adults. Yet this issue is the question addressed by the experiments reported in this paper. If it is so clear that infants feel pain in an adult fashion and that under-medication is therefore inhumane, then why do this study?

Behavior is the gold standard over brain activation. However, the authors reverse this, arguing that as long as there is brain activation in adult regions, then the experience is similar and thus infants experience the pain percept as do adults. Further the authors hold that this is true even though the infants do not show behavioral signs of escape or distress. As Stuart Derbyshire stresses, infants need to learn to associate or contextualize the aversive experience with the somatosensory activation. This is a learned association. The results suggest that the babies tested have not yet made such an association.

Infants withdrew at all intensities and adults at none. It should be noted that Jens Schoenberg has clearly demonstrated that low threshold tactile inputs elicit withdrawals in neonates (rodents). Schoenberg demonstrates that this arrangement allows the somatosensory system to develop correctly with the appropriate input-output connections. It is unclear to this reviewer how the authors interpret this finding.

No activity in amygdala, rostral insula, or orbitofrontal cortex. The authors correctly interpret this: "It is likely that the infants are too immature and inexperienced to evaluate and contextualise the nociceptive stimulus into a coordinated decision and response, which might account for the lack of activity within these regions. Similarly, in adults the amygdala is thought to attach emotional significance to the nociceptive inputs it receives, and to play a role in fear and anxiety (Simons, 2014), which may reflect affective qualities that the newborn infant does not yet ascribe to the stimulus." Bingo. Given this (I believe correct) interpretation, then the conclusion should be the opposite of what the authors make it out to be. In short, the neonates do not appear to experience the aversive qualities of noxious stimulation.

*Reviewer \#1 comments resulting from our discussion*:

Behavior is not a gold standard for pain. This was the view historically, but is no longer the case. Currently it is recognized that there is no gold standard for infant pain.

In infants:

1\) Correlations between behavioural, autonomic, hormonal and brain parameters are modest, around .30. These various parameters provide complementary information about pain and stress in infants who cannot communicate verbally;

2\) Newborn infant pain response is variable, depending on multiple factors including sleep/wake state, prior events and context. In the MRI scanner, for the least movement artifacts, it is optimal if the infant is asleep. However, it has been established that fewer facial behavioral responses are seen during procedural pain in sleeping infants.
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Author response

We have addressed the two keys issues raised in your editorial letter, which primarily required a more detailed discussion of the data. In brief, we have discussed the limitations of using a 'reverse inference' approach to interpret brain imaging findings; have discussed how the lack of infant amygdala, OFC and anterior insula activation could alter the subjective experience of pain; and have included examples of brain regions that were not activated by the noxious stimulation in infants. We have also removed some (relatively outdated) references from the Introduction, which may have given the impression that the Introduction was biased.

In addition, we have also addressed the minor comments raised by the reviewers. We have highlighted the benefits of using a multi-dimensional approach to the assessment of infant pain; emphasised that these studies were conducted in newborn infants in the first seven days of life; and described the lack of certainty regarding whether observed differences between infant and adult activation patterns are due to differences in peripheral drive or subsequent central processing.
